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IN阻� SGIFFORD LECI'URES，given on the eve of 
the Second World War，Reinho1d Niebuhr 

The great achievement of moι ，“contended 
ern cu1ture，the understanding of nature，is 
a1so the cause of the great confusion of 
modern man: the misunderstanding of 
human nature" (Niebuhr 1941， 93). For 
Niebuhr， arguab1y the most influentia1 
socia1 thinker in the United States of the 
mid-twentieth century，the fatefu1 misun-
derstanding was a naive，if fundamental， 
confidence in human virtue as the human 
capacity for goodness. The idealist Hegel，血 e 
materialist Marx and the romantic natura1-
ist Rousseau all agreed on this essentia1 
premise for providing disparate utopian 
mode1s for the post-Enlightenment West. 
Lacking in all ofthem，in Niebuhr's view，was 
the recognition of the human inclination 
toward evil.“ The modern man is，in short， 
so certain about his essentia1 virtue because 
he is so mistaken about his nature" (96). 

What Niebuhr calls “the easy conscience 
of modern man" gave a new impetus to the 
existing Western assertion that history was 
purposive. Pivotal to the latter，as illustrat-
ed in the Book of Exodus，is the biblical 
view that redemption is historica1 and his-
tory redemptive. The alliance in the modern 
West between the old perspective on histo-
ry and the new assessment ofhuman nature 
fostered a renewed expression of the bibli-
ca1 exhortation that the chosen flock 
express its faithfu1ness not simp1y by being 
good stewards of the created order but a1so 
by becoming partners in the process of uni-

versal redemption. Affirming at once 
human virtue and human responsibility， 
the new alliance came to see evil either as 
ignorance of the mind or as passions of the 
body acting against the mind. Inimica1 to 
this new understanding was the biblica1 
notion ofthe Fall，as in the Book ofGenesis， 
that posits corruptibility as intrinsic to the 
human condition. The new alliance reject-
ed the Protestant，particularly the Lutheran， 
assertion of tota1 human depravation， 

which Luther saw as necessary for his 
emphasis on grace as the sole agent of 
redemption. Implicit仕� omthe beginning in 
so many branches of modern academe is the 
optimistic assertion of human virtue. 

For Adam Smith，the pursuit of private 
interests is the way to collective welfare. 
When greed gets out of hand，the “invisib1e 
hand" will serve as a corrective仕� omabove. 
Freud's “Superego" counters the libidinous 
“Id." Darwin sees change in the biologica1 
order in terms of an inevitab1e progress 
toward higher forms of life. 

NINETEENTH-CENTURY AMERICAN 

EDUCATION 

Nowhere did the arousa1 of conscience， 

combined with a messianic vision of histo-
ry，affect so many peop1e as in American 
education since the nineteenth century. 
Motivations behind founding institutions of 
higher 1earning are many and varied. Some 
were founded to preserve a tradition，1est it 
be 10st. Others were founded to spread a tra-
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dition. These two motivations are matters of 
emphasis and assuredly not mutually 
exclusive. A tradition in danger must first sal-
vage itself and血� enexpand the sphere of its 
influence. 

How English Puritanism preserved and 
spread itself through education in the New 
World serves as an illustrative example. 
The Puritans fled toお1assachusettsto escape 
the despotism of Charles 1 and Archbishop 
William Laud of the Church of England. 
They found no better way to preserve their 
tradition than through the education of 
their clergy. The Puritan MassachuseUs Bay 
Colony started “New College in New 
England" in 1636 in a settlement named by 
the many Puritans who had been schooled 
in Cambridge in Old England. When it 
became “exceedingly and dangerously lib幽� 

eral" (Ferm 1957，152)，undermining its 
Calvinist theology and Congregational poli-
ty，the defenders of orthodoxy founded in 
New Haven Colony yet another new college 
to preserve a tradition under siege. 

The other strands of Puritanism，Baptist 
and Presbyterian，followed the same paUern 
of thinking and behavior in founding colleges 
of their own in Rhode Island and New 
Jersey respectively. While the Puritans laid 
foundations in the English colonies for the 
education of their future leaders，particu-
lar1y the clergy，the royalists also started 
colleges in the New Wor1d，as if to counter 
the rising tide of Puritanism，in the capital 
of Colonial Virginia (in 1699) and in New 
York (in 1754). They were both started by 
royal charter，but they were more intent on 
training secular rather than sacerdotallead-
ers. 

These schools，founded in the colonies to 
preserve a tradition，educated men who 
then founded other schools to spread the 
same tradition in newer territories in the 
United States. Orthodox Congregationalists 
produced graduates who founded schools 
in the image of their alma mater and yet met 
the peculiar needs of the new age. After 

founding a college in New Hampshire in 
the eighteenth century to train clergymen 
for Native Americans，the Congregation-
a1ists went west in the nineteenth century to 
found new outposts in Ohio，Iowa，Min幽� 

nesota，and finally California.1 The founding 
of women's colleges in the nineteenth cen-
tu可，� though largely confined to the Eastern 
Seaboard，was inspired by the same mes-
sianic vision to spread to women the best 
education出� enavailable to men.2 The driving 
force behind the founding of these schools 
was a Protestantism that had been revital-
ized in the mid-eighteenth century by the 
Great Awakening and again in the early 
nineteenth century by the Second Great 
Awakening that spread westward to the 
ever expanding Frontier.3 

In nineteenth century America，the un-
leashing of conscience，aroused by a mes-
sianic calling，not only brought into being col幽� 

leges and universities in unprecedented 
numbers，butit also changed the nature and 
purpose of education from its European 
counterparts. The most salient difference 
was the freeing of education from the 
enclave of the privileged，secular or reli-
gious. The shift from the gentry to the pop-
ulace can be seen as a reflection of a chang-
ing understanding of piety. Itwas a shift 
from the cloistered to the civic，from the 
contemplative to the active. The shift was a 
furthering of the primacy of the Word over 
the sacraments，a shi負� thatwas ultimately 
interpreted as the fulfillment of the Pro-
testant proclamation of the “pries血� oodofall 
believers." In the process ofthis transition， 
education emerged as the means of joining 
the elect. 

The interplay between religion and edu-
cation that encouraged an awakening of the 
populace was most explicit among institu-
tions founded by Protestant denominations. 
With a history of separatism，their need for 
putting down and spreading roots was 
greater也m 血� atof the old establishment，par-
ticular1y during their formative period in a 
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nation that was also in its infancy. Public uni-
versities were also an expression of the 
same ideal. Public education may even be 
seen as furthering the earlier Protestant 
model in that a democratic idealism born of 
religious aspirations was now moving 
beyond sectarian boundaries. In也� issense， 
“� civil religion" represents an evolution of 
sectarian religion. The Civil War undoubt-
edly fueled the urgency of equality and 
democracy， especially outside of the Con-
federate South. The causal link between 
Puritanism and Lincoln's “� Emancipation 
Proclamation" can be found in his stated 
indebtedness to the Congregational minister 
Leonard Bacon of New Haven， who had 
written a tract called “� SlaveryDi scussed" in 
1846.4 In the context of nineteenth century 
Am erica， private education and public edu-
cation were parallel movements， shaped by 
ashared idealism. 

There is a tension between egalitarian-
ism and elitism implicit in the enactment of 
the Niebuhrian“� easy conscience of modern 
man." The American vision of education 
was meant for all who were able and willing. 
And yet， the vision was conceived in the 
peculiar context of the age in which that 
vision was implemented. This tension does 
not point to two altematives， one of which 
is chosen against the other， such as the 
ongoing debate between Universalism and 
Calvinist Predestination among the heirs of 
the early Puritans， who respectively argued 
for the salvation of all or only the elect. 
Rather it points to an inherent tension， 

caused by the “� easy conscience，"位� lat 
sought to serve the causes of universalism 
and particularism: universal redemption 
through education and joining the ranks of 
the elect. These two distinct urges that 
equally compelled American education in 
the nineteenth century served to confirm 
the prejudices of the times more often than 
to reform them. 

KOOERA: The Reshaping of Conscience 

CATHOLl C AND PROTESTANT RESPONSES 
TO NON-WESTERN CULTURES 

The inherent tension has many painful 
ramifications. Among them is the persistent 
premise that neither salvation nor civiliza-
tion are possible without Christianity. At 
the Council of Trent， convened by the 
Roman Catholic Church in the sixteenth 
century to rebut the Protestant indictment， 
both camps of the Western church insisted 
on the exclusivity of their ways as strength. 

It was not until 1965， when the Second 
Vatican Council concluded，that the Roman 
Catholic Church admitted to the possibility 
of salvation outside its own church. 
“� Anonymous Christian" was the phrase 
then used to suggest such a possibility 
(Rahner 1974). Raimundo Panikkar's refer-
ence made in the wake of the Council to a 
Hindu as an “� anonymous Christian" can 
mean little more than calling a Hindu a 
pseudo-Christian， a second-class citizen in 
Christendom (Panikkar 1981).5 It can easily 
be received as a backhanded compliment to 
the Hindu， and overlook the possibility that 
such an equation is loathsome to the Hindu 
who knows the independent integrity ofhis 
or her tradition. With their unrelenting 
emphasis on the uniqueness of scripture， 

the Protestants allowed no possibility outside 
their version of Christianity. The claim ofbib-
lical inerrancy has done much to foster this 
Protestant exclusivism. 

Qualified and patronizing though it may 
to reach out to 11 the move by Vatican ，be 

other faiths is not without noteworthy 
precedents. The It alian ]esuit MaUeo Ri cci set 
sail for China in 1582 with the grand design 
of converting a nation with a history and 
civilization no less than those of the best of 
the West. Ricci took the Jesuits' policy of 
“� accommodation" seriously to the point of 
learning the Chinese language， culture， and 
religion. By the early seventeenth century， 
Jesuit missionaries in China had carried 
this policy to the point where they used the 
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Chinese T'ien or “Heaven" for the Latin 
Deus and incorporated Chinese ancestral 
veneration into the Mass celebrated in出� e 
Chinese vernacular. The ensuing polemic 
against the Jesuits in China，particularly by 
the J ansenite wing of the Roman Catholic 
Church，led to the eventual attempts at sup-
pressing the Jesuits，including one by Pope 
Clement XIV in 1773. As vividly chronicled 
in Jonathan Spence's biography，Ricci was 
received more warmly by the Chinese than 
by his church for his uncanny retention of 
memory and Western gadgetry，in spite ofhis 
religion (Spence 1984).6 

The same pattern unfolded in Japan. At 
the height of the Warring States period in 
1549，Francis Xavier，a student of Ignatius 
Loyola，reached the southern shores of 
Japan with the hope of converting the coun-
try仕omthe emperor on down. The Jesuits 
who followed Xavier dazzled the Japanese 
with what they had brought with them to 
Japan，including weapons. To the Japanese， 

the Jesuits exhibited the cultural refinement 
and military prowess of the West，no doubt 
instilling in them awe and fear. 

There is little question that among the 
Jesuits were some who conspired with the 
colonizers仕� omSpain and Portugal. Some 
even advocated a military take over ofJapan 
by the West to quicken their missionary 
conquest (Cooper 1973; Elison 1973). The 
feudal authorities in Japan were aware of 
escalating colonial activities in other parts of 
Asia and in Latin America. No sooner had the 
Tokugawa clan emerged victorious in 1600 
in the Battle of Sekigahara，in no small mea-
sure owing to the firearms acquired仕om 
the Portuguese，than it imposed a policy of 
systematic isolation，especially from the 
West. They had a legitimate fear of the mis-
sionaries who might again upset the internal 
security of Japan. The Tokugawa regime， 
therefore，sought to expunge Christianity by 
expelling the missionaries and torturing 
Japanese converts until they recanted. By 
the mid-1600s，every visible vestige of the 

Western religion had disappeared from 
The isolationist policy continued .7Japan 

for over two-and-a“half centuries with the 
exception of the Island of Deshima inthe Port 
of Nagasaki，where the Dutch merchants 
resided and traded with their Japanese 
counterparts. 

IfChristopher Columbus's “discovery" 
of the New World signals anything on 
which most can agree，it would be that it 
marks a dramatic shift in the nature of the 
relationship between the East and the West; 
more specifically between the white， 
Christian West and the rest of the world， 
particularly Asia. Columbus's original in-
tention was to reach the capital city ofYuan 
China，which two centuries earlier his 
greatest hero Marco Polo had visited and 
depicted in glowing，if sometimes amusing-
ly hyperbolic，terms. Dreamer that he was， 
Columbus believed that the earth was 
round and that by sailing westward he 
could reach the East more directly and eas-
ily than tracing eastward Marco Polo's foot-
steps on land. Not knowing the existence of 
the Pacific，however，Columbus remained 
convinced all his life that he had come very 
close to landing in China. Having hopeless-
ly been lost en route to his intended desti-
nation，he accidentally reached a land， 
which he did not know was the “New 
World." 

Columbus's intent behind his attempted 
journey to the East is，and will continue to 
be，a matter of intense debate (Kodera 1992， 
18-19). What followed the event of 1492 
was，however，the white，Christian West's 
attempts to colonize and Christianize the 
rest of the world. Slave trade，genocide， 
venereal disease，and destruction of the 
land became as much integral parts of the 
post-Colombian history of the world as血� e 
acquisition of silk，porcelain，and spices 
from Asia，cotton and tobacco from the 
Americas，and slaves仕omAfrica. 

Before Columbus's journey，as illustrated 
by his dream of reaching Cathay where 
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Marco Polo had been warmly welcomed by 
the Khan，the West had been plagued by 
fascination for the East. We now know that 
Columbus's dream was quite ill informed，for 
the Yuan Dynasty of the Khan had ended 
over a century before his time. Since the 
days of the Silk Road a millennium earlier， 
the fascination，in fact，had been mutual. 
Suddenly，however，soon after Columbus，the 
Western attitude toward Asia，as toward 
Africa and the Americas，changed. Now it 
was willful conquest，whether by sword or 
Bible，rooted in an unshakable conviction in 
the superiority ofthe white，Christian West. 

When the two Roman Catholic super-
powers of the Iberian Peninsula lost power 
in the late sixteenth century to two Pro-
testant nations farther to the north，Holland 
and Britain emerged as the greatest colonial 
powers whose global domination did not 
cease until the present century. Their oper-
ative mind-set has been the claim of 
Western superiority: the superiority of the 
“white race，" Western Christianity， and 
European culture and civilization. The non-
white，non-Christian parts of the world 
acquiesced in the claim by aspiring to 
become all that the West represented. Thus， 
the domination of the West has persisted. 

The global conquest by the West not only 
of the East but also of A仕� icaand the 
Americas would not have been possible 
without two Chinese inventions: the compass 
and gunpowder. They were put to purpos-
es of conquest that the Chinese may not 
have intended. The bellicosity of the West 
energized itself with a sense of purpose 
acquired from the Bible. In other words，the 
biblical understanding of history as pu叩� 0・� 

sive now took on an earthly，hegemonistic 
character. Redemption became synony-
mous with conquest. A triumphalism inher-
ent in Christian ecclesiology gave impetus to 
Western colonialism. Western colonialism 
provided a Christianity already in disarray 
in the sixteenth century with a new avenue 
not simply for survival but for domination. 

KODERA: The Reshaping of Conscience 

For good or ill，the Christian West was 
indeed a resurrection ofthe Roman Empire. 

The brute force with which the Christian 
West subjugated the rest ofthe world in the 
sixteenth century gave way to more refined， 

and yet no less effective，subtler measures. 
Invaders were replaced by soldiers; soldiers 
by officers. Conquest began with a military 
takeover也� at，in turn，solidified their dom-
ination by cultural influence. Military con-
quest is swift but may be short-lived. 
Cultural influence can be more enduring 
and pervasive. 

The transplanting of Western education 
has endured longer，and better，than practi-
cally all else出� atthe West has brought to the 
non-Western parts of the world，particular-
ly to Asia，in the last five centuries. There is， 
however，a marked di妊'erencein the mind-
set and the pattern of behavior between the 
two bearers of Western education. The 
Jesuits of the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries saw 宣tto accommodate the 
indigenous culture， even if more as an 
instrument of conversion than out of genuine 
respect. The Protestants of the succeeding 
centuries，most notably of the nineteenth 
century，went to Asia to impose what they 
regarded as a superior Western religion and 
culture. 

In the nineteenth century，the Protestant 
missionaries，who sailed仕� omNew England 
and farther south on the Eastern Seaboard， 
journeyed for several months to China， 
Korea and Japan and were more eager to 
start schools than churches. The purpose of 
their mission was ostensibly to educate the 
non-white natives in Western culture with 
a premium value placed on that of northern 
Europe and North America (Lutz 1971; 

Carlson 1976; West 1976; Reed 1983). 
In part， the preference for founding 

schools rather than churches was becallse出� e 
Protestant missionaries were welcomed by 
the host countries to enlighten the Asians 
educationally and culturally but not to con幽� 

vert them religiously. For reasons cited 
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already，Japan in particu1ar had grown wary 
of Christian missionaries. The most com-
pelling reason rests with the nature of nine-
teenth century American Protestantism， 
which took it upon itself to redeem也� e 
world through education. In the United 
States，especially in the former English 
co1onies，colleges and universities served as 
the vehicles of awakening and conversion. 
New theo1ogica1 vision was shaped more in 
the academic institutions than in the eccle-
siastical. 

The Second Great Awakening had been 
fostered by Timothy Dwight，President of 
Ya1e University，in the early nineteenth 
century. Its strong Ca1vinist urge for imme-
diate conversion and persona1 sa1vation 
was trans1ated in 1810 into the formation of 
the “American Board of Commissioners for 
Foreign Missions" by the students of 
Williams College. 

Commodore Matthew Perry of N ewport， 
Rhode Is1and，reached Japan in 1853 to per幽� 

suade the Tokugawa regime to open up the 
country，but the seventeenth Tokugawa 
shogun showed the greatest re1uctance in 
accepting missionaries. Even after power 
was peacefully transferred仕omthe shogun 
to the Meiji Emperor in 1868，freedom of 
faith was not granted until severa1 years 
1ater. When government restrictions were 
lifted，missionaries from the United States 
chose to concentrate on founding schoo1s 
more than churches. 

By the end of the nineteenth century，vir-
tually every major Protestant denomination 
had started its own schoo1 in Japan，sWithin 
a decade after the first year of modern 
Japan，Americans were invited to Japan to 
start government schoo1s. William Smith 
C1ark，a graduate of Amherst and president 
of Massachusetts Agricultura1 Schoo1， 
became the first President of Sapporo 
Agricultura1 Schoo1 in 1876，though he 
served for on1y a year. Captain LeRoy 
Lansing Janes，a West Point graduate and 
Civil War officer，started the Kumamoto 

Schoo1 for Western Learning in 1871，where 
he remained for five years. To the conster-
nation ofthe Japanese，however，both Smith 
andJanes，也� ough1aymen，brought to Japan 
an explicitly evangelica1，Protestant vision of 
education for modern J apan. Itwas仕omthe 
students of these American educators白� at血� e 
first indigenous leaders of Japanese 
Protestantism were to emerge: Uchimura 
Kanzo and Nitobe Inaz凸� fromthe first grad-
uating class of Sapporo Agricu1tura1 Schoo1 
and Ebina Danjδand Kozaki Hiromichi 
from the Kumamoto Schoo1 for Western 
Learning (Notehelfer 1985). 

These ex田� np1esillustrate how American 
Protestantism sought to redeem，through 
education，the non-Western，non-Christian， 

and non-white world. They may have 
known how the European Jesuits had met for-
midab1e opposition from Japan's feudal 
10rds who had legitimate fears of Western 
co1onialism. No record exists that indicates 
American Protestants' intentional avoid-
ance of the same fate. Itis known，however， 
that the dip10matic missions of Matthew 
Perry and Townsend Harris in the 1850s 
aimed at persua也� ng血� eTokugawa shogunate 
to open the country to the West，1est Japan 
fall further behind the 1eading Western 
powers. And yet，the two U.S. envoys，par-
ticu1arly Harris， had designs to send 
Protestantmissionaries to Japan. 

The earliest American missionaries to 
Japan were already working in China， 
awaiting the full treaty出� atHarris was to sign 
in 1858 with the seventeenth Tokugawa 
shogun. They had even begun studying 
Japanese with Japanese expatriates in the 
port cities of the South China Sea who were 
forbidden by Japan's policy仕� omreturning 
to their home land.9 Though their knowl-
edge of the language was scant，one of the 
missionaries translated John's Gospel into 
clumsy， somewhat amusing Japanese 
prose.10 The Harris Treaty was understood by 
the Japanese as a commercial treaty，but 
Harris understood it to be more. 
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Unlike the European Jesuits three cen-
turies earlier，the American Protestants 
were intentionally not accommodationists. 
Their intent was to expand and impose 
Western，Christian，and white values. Why 
was imposition a matter of greater concern 
than accommodation? Theologically，the 
nineteenth century Protestant missionaries 
were no more triumphant出� anthe J esuits of 
an earlier era. Politically，the situation had 
changed. Largely through aggressive colo鴫� 

nialism，the West had already triumphed， 

subjugating much of the rest of the world to 
itself. They perceived little need for accom-
modation. Protestant missionaries of the 
nineteenth century can be seen both as the 
beneficiaries ofWestern colonialism and as 
promulgators of the same hegemonist enter-
pnse. 

Secondly，when missionary zeal unfolds 
itself in the context of education，the prin-
cipal audience is the young whose intellec-
tual and cultural curiosity for the unknown 
demands from the educator a lesser degree 
of deference to their own tradition. The 
missionary educators were accorded a 
strong sense of respect by Japanese stu-
dents，who had learned仕omConfucianism 
the importance of venerating the learned，to 
say nothing of those more advanced in age. 
Thirdly，when Japan made a decision in 
1868 to do away with three centuries offeu-
dal isolationism，the government made a 
concerted e首ortto emulate the West，even to 
the point of willingly relinquishing p訂� tsof 
their own tradition. Christian missionaries 
who offered opportunities for Western edu-
cation were received with overflowing 
enthusiasm. The supply and the demand 
had rarely congealed as well as they did in 
early modern Japan. With a Confucian her-
itage even stronger than Japan，Korea also 
eagerly received missionaries，largely仕om 
the United States，in the second half of the 
nineteenth century.11 

KODERA: The Reshaping of Conscience 

THE POWER ELlTE AND THE PARADOX OF 

AMERI仁ANHIGHER EDUCATION 

Those who stayed behind the frontier were 
no less busy，establishing a power base. 
Many astute observers analyzed the rise and 
the nature of the power structure in the 
United States. After Max Weber claimed the 
causal relationship between Calvinist 
Protestantism and the rise of capitalism in 
early modern Europe，Thorstein Veblen 
offered a probing analysis of the rise of the 
“leisure class" in late nineteenth century 
America (Weber 1958; Veblen 1899). 

In the mid幽� twentiethcentury，C. Wright 
Mills offered his poignant diagnosis of the 
“power elite" in the United States. He even 
offered a conspiratorial view of American 
society，dominated by the entrenched elite， 
which derives power from its pecuniary 
prowess and is destined by its “organized 
irresponsibility" to have a corrupting 
influence not only on itself but also on the 
society at large. “Commanders of power 
unequaled in human history，" said Mills， 

“they have succeeded within the American 
system of organized irresponsibility" (Mills 
1956，361). The Northwest became the 
breeding ground for the rest of the United 
States for the uniquely American powerful 
elite，which represents an inextricable tri珊� 

partite alliance of religion，education and 
money. 

Itis the sociologist E.Digby Baltzell who 
traces the ultimate sources of power in the 
United States to religion and education. For 
Baltzell，a“Protestant Establishment" is the 
repository of the greatest power. And its 
breeding grounds are the bastions of the 
Protestant Establishment，particularly the 
“elite schools" of the Northeast，that define 
the peculiarly American structure of power. 
He resonates in part the Social Darwinism of 
Herbert Spencer who in the late nineteenth 
century “scientifically proved" the Anglo-
Saxons' “natural fitness" to rule the world. 
In Baltzell's view，however，the evolution of 
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aristocracy and caste in the United States is 
more close1y linked to formation than the 
genes. When race enters into the picture as 
another criterion for power，the Protestant 
Establishment 10ses its fluidity，without 
which power wou1d be out of reach for 
those of the “wrong race." 

This is where Baltzell's indictment ofthe 
Protestant Establishment becomes most 
trenchant. He exposes the Protestant 
Establishment's prejudice， exclusivism， 
and resistance to change，all of which have 
become increasing1y iso1ated in light of the 
growing diversity ofthe American popu1ace 
and the rise of American Catholics and 
Jews. He regards the white Ang1o-Saxon 
Protestants not on1y as an anachronism but 
a1so as a divisive force in the 1eadership 
required to keep the United States a vita1 and 
vibrant presence in the world (Ba1tzell 
1966). The viability ofthe American power 
structure wou1d have to depend on its abil-
ity to guard itself against too close an affilia-
tion with a certain race. For，without it，the 
Protestant Establishment wou1d ensure its 
own demise. 

The power structure in the United 
States，even without its domination by 
whiteAng1o-Saxons，begs further scrutiny for 
its own good as 10ng as itretains its alliance 
with the nineteenth century vision of edu-
cation. American education stands today at 
a crossroads，facing its own paradox and 
wondering in which direction to go. The 
paradox of American education stems from 
the tension between its essentia1 ingredi-
ents: generosity and hegemony. Its generos-
ity reaches out，but it does not reach within 
itself as easily. Its conscience seeks to 
change others，but not itself as comfortab1y. 
Its vision is farsighted but often blind to its 
own needs. A drive for domination stands in 
the way. In the 1ast two centuries，the two 
Great Awakenings infused a sense of 
urgency in the messianic vision for the 
who1e world，and it chose education as its 
chief vehicle. In the nineteenth century， 

colleges and universities were founded 
with the westward expansion of the 
Frontier仕� omNew Eng1and to the p1ains of 
the Midwest，California and the Pacific 
Northwest，to the Hawaiian Is1ands，and 
eventually to Asia. The “easy conscience of 
modern man" responded in the affirmative 
to the New Testament exhortation to spread 
the Good News to the end of the earth. And 
yet，those whose impu1se is for domination 
1eave litt1e room for self-reflection and self-
transformation. The generosity of the mod-
ern person's “easy conscience" may be 
benign by itself. Not as benign，however，is 
its drive for hegemony and expansion，in 
short，its triumphalism. 

The paradox of American higher educa-
tion can be traced to two sources. One is出� e 
diverse，if not conflicting，beginnings of 
American history. Some，like the Pilgrims， 
came to escape what they regarded as an 
oppressive society，seeking仕� eedomin the 
New World. Others，like the Puritans，came 
to sa1vage and promu1gate an existing tradi-
tion. Whether theycame for freedom or for 
expansion of existing influence，however， 
the newcomers oppressed and rep1aced the 
natives. Of the newcomers，the earlier ones 
dominated those who came 1ater. Outside of 
New Eng1and，the same dynamic has been at 
work in those parts of the United States也� at 
can be 1abe1ed New Spain，New Holland， 
and N ew France，as well as much of the rest 
of the Americas. 

The other source of paradox is inherent in 
血� e血� eo1ogythat inspired the founding of co1-
1eges and universities across the United 
States and beyond. On the one hand，its 
impu1se was to be expansive and inclusive. 
On the other，however，its purpose was to 
nurture the exclusive. The tension between 
them is universalism versus predestination， 
egalitarianism versus elitism，responsibility 
versus privilege. Of particu1ar significance is 
the p1ace of Ca1vinism in the Second Great 
Awakening that rendered urgent the spread 
of the Good News，wrapped in education， 
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and yet with an implicit exclusivism in that 
certain people were predestined to be 
among the elect.Calvinism compounds the 
paradox in that human effort， such as 
through education，is ultimately futile，if 
the elect are predetermined，as it were， 
“before time." 

The paradox inherent in American high-
er education has come to manifest its ills in 
the twentieth century as the social dynam-
ics in the United States，particularly in the 
second half of the century，have served to 
widen the discrepancy between the idealism 
of American higher education and the real-
ity of its fruit. As the educated elite has 
become more isolated from the rest of the 
society，the erstwhile idealism of American 
education has， rightly， been called into 
question. The conscience that shaped the 
idealism for education in the past century has 
come to work against the best of its original 
intent. The generosity of nineteenth centu-
ry Protestantism has succeeded in estab-
lishing an educated elite，but the educated 
elite has come to serve less the cause of oth-
ers than their own. Hence，the elite has 
become elitist，alienating itself from the 
rest. 1n order to steer the future course of 
American higher education，the time is now 
ripe for reevaluating the purpose of educa-
tion. This urgent need requires a funda-
mental reshaping of conscience itself. 

THE PROMISE OF MULTICULTURALlSM 

No social reality has rendered more urgent 
the reshaping of conscience白� anthe demo-
graphic change in the United States and its 
ramifications in the second half of the pre-
sent century. “Multiculturalism" is the 
operative term coined to refer to the demo-
graphic change not simply as a quantifiable 
fact but also as a complex of meaning，preg-
nant with warnings，with challenges，and 
yet also with promises. Multiculturalism 
has confronted the monopoly of power by a 
few who may have inherited rather than 
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achieved their positions ofpower，urging in 
turn a wider and fairer sharing not only of 
rights but also of responsibilities in the 
process of creating a fundamentally different 
human community. 

The demographic change in the United 
States of America has unfolded in tandem 
with the crises in the rest of the world. The 
history of immigration to the New World 
has been，and continues to be，a mirror of 
natural， social， and political calamities. 
Famines，earthquakes，oppressive regimes， 

and military aggressions have driven the 
victims，actual and potential alike，to the 
shores of the New World. When the tide of 
fortune changed，the victimizers of yesteryear 
have also sought refuge in this same New 
W orld. Slaves from A仕� icaremained in 
servitude since the earliest known slaves 
were forcibly brought to Virginia even 
before the arrival of the Pilgrims in Ply-
mouth，MassachuseUs in 1620. 

Starting over a century earlier，the native 
inhabitants of the Americas were subjected 
to wanton pillage and carnage at the hands 
of those who had followed Christopher 
Columbus. The annual celebration of 
Thanksgiving is，to the 1ndians who helped 
the original Pilgrims survive the first winter， 
testimony to a fiction designed to bury the 
history of bloody genocides that ravaged 
New England and beyond. Repentance 
would be a more fitting commemoration of 
the actual history也� anthanks. 

The history of Asian immigration to 
North America shares many parallels with 
that of the Africans. 1nstead of the cotton 
and tobacco plantations of the South，Asian 
laborers were brought to the pineapple 
plantations of Hawaii and to railroad con-
struction on the West Coast and the desolate 
plains farther inland. 

From as early as the 1830s until the mid-
twentieth century， Asians came to the 
United States as laborers in the employ of 
white Americans. 1n Hawaii，the plantation 
owners who brought in Asian laborers were 
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often the descendants of Protestant mis-
sionaries仕� omNew England. The irony of 
thisfactis poignantlyconveyedbyacommon 
expression: “They came to do good，but 
ended up doing well."12 In the second half 
ofthe century，however，warshavebeenthe. 
majorcatalystforAsian immigrations to也� e 
United States. Nearly all wars that the 
United States has fought after the First 
World War have been against people of 
color， and many of them Asian: the 
Japanese，the North Koreans，and the North 
Vietnamese. Political turmoil in other 
Asian countries，like the Philippines，the 
People's Republic ofChina，and Cambodia， 
produced many who wanted，or needed，to 
flee their homelands. But the old immigra-
tion law made it very difficult for Asians to 
immigrate to the United States，while wel-
coming immigrants from Europe. The 
Immigration Act of 1965 opened the gate 
wide. The new immigration lawwas made 
possible by the first Roman Catholic 
President of the United States，though he 
did not live to see it enacted. Itallowed a 
quotaof20，000immigrants foreachcountry 
ofthe world，plus the entry offamily mem-
bers of U. S. citizens and “permanent resi-
dents" on a non-quota basis. Asians took 
advantageofthenewImmigrationActmore 
也� ananyone else. 

As a result， Asian Americans have 
become the fastest growing ethnic minority 
in the United States. In the decade of the 
1970s，the Asian population increased by 
143 percent， compared to 38 percentforthe 
Hispanics，the second largest increase. In 
1960 there were only 877，934 Asians in the 
United States，comprising but a halfofone 
percentofthe totalpopulation. Twenty-宣ve 
years later，they numbered over five mil-
lion，or 2.1 percent，an increase of 577 per-
cent comparedto 34 percentforthe general 
population. The 1990 Census shows that 
the “Asian and Pacific Islanders" represent 
nearly4percentofthe totalU. S. population. 
In California， over a quarter of San 

Francisco's population is Asian， mostly 
Chinese，but the largest Asian population 
of the state is Filipino. In Hawaii，Asians 
constitute aclearmajority. NewYorkCityhas 
the largest Chinese community outside 
China (Asia Week，1991; Takaki 1989). 

The success of some Asian immigrants 
and refugees in the last decade has labeled 
Asians as a “model minority." The label is 
a new symptom of an old problem. It is 
given by the white society which defines 
assimilation in white terms. Placing on the 
pedestal thoseAsianswho succeededinthe 
world of the whites is honoring passivity， 
even aloss ofAsian identity. 

Secondly，patronizing flattery of Asians 
canbe，andis，usedagainstotherminorities. 
“Why can you not be like the Asians?" is a 
condescensionofnon-Asianminoritiesin由� e 

13 United States. 
Thirdly，the flattering label ignores the 

fact thatmany Asians continue to languish 
atthebottom and onthe fringe ofAmerican 
society，struggling with a language and a 
culture thatare new and strangetothem. In 
fact，violence againstAsians has seen adis-
proportionately large increase in recent 
years in most American cities. Itis an out幽� 

let for a resentment of the success of some 
Asians in the United States and ofhostility 
to the prosperity of some Asian countries， 
especially Japan. Asian faces remind some 
non-Asian Americans of the enemies也� ey 
fought in World War 11，the Korean War， 
and the Vietnam War. Demonization of 
Asians contributesto asentiment出� atAsians 
are foreign，and not American. Andyet，the 
violence can also be seen as a continuation 
of the victimization of the most helpless， 
which is what many Asians still are; par-
ticularly those who have arrived most 
recently. 

The power and prestige of the United 
States in the twentieth century have been 
built up not only by the uncanny business 
acumen of those who brought in cheap 
labor仕omA白� ca，Asia，andtheCaribbeanbut 
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also by those who were too powerless and too 
hungry to resist their oppressors. The 
unbreachable gulf between the powerful 
and powerless in the last few centuries con-
tinues today in the relationship between 
management and labor in U. S. industry. 
The presumption of an adversarial relation-
shi p between the two c但� npshas inevitably 
caused the degeneration of a once sacro-
sanct individualism into a sanctification of 
individual greed. The growing trade imbal-
ance between the U.S. and Japan has 
prompted the United States to examine the 
Japanese system，where the presumption is 
a sharing of power and sacrifice between 
management and labor，and hence lifetime 
employment as a norm. Some have urged the 
United States to emulate Japan's model as a 
way out of血� epresent crisis. Others have 
pointed to the weakness of Japan's symbiotic， 
and insular，model as reminiscent ofits feu司� 

dal past and stifling individual talent. The 
debate that. continues in the United States 
between the two models is，at a deeper 
level，a somber reexamination of its own 
past and a quest for a new vision. 

The structure of inequity that has sus-
tained the prosperity and self.伽 confidenceof 
the United States has not been limited to 
racism. Sexism and classism have also been 
accomplices in the injustice of historical 
and institutional discrimination that multi-
culturalism now exposes and confronts. 
The natural impulse of those who have 
been the beneficiaries ofthe old system is to 
consider the challenge as a threat，debunk-
ing the system to replace it with chaos. 
Those who have been relegated to the 
periphery of the centers of power in the 
United States see this as an opportunity for 
change. 

With the steady erosion of power and influ-
ence of “white America" comes not only a 
wishful projection into a better future that 
may never be on the rise，but also a return to 
the better days of the past出� atare no more. 
This is why multiculturalism portends bo也� 
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acceptance and resistance，globalism and 
tribalism. Parallel to multiculturalism are 
the pro-environmental movements that 
focus on the fragility of our common habi-
tat， transcending boundaries over which 
shortsighted humans quarrel. Deference to 
the United Nations，if little more than a 
diplomatic expediency，can be a last resort 
to otherwise insoluble international dis-
putes. At the same time，one witnesses the 
ascendancy of nationalism and fundamen-
talism as a means of mobilizing people 
against their foes. The Balkanization of the 
world is an instinctive response to threat. 

Before human behavior can be changed， 

the human mind must be changed. But the 
human mind can change only with a 
change of heart.For genuine change must be 
willed and not forced. Platitudinous though 
it may sound，itremains true that in human 
experience a journey of a thousand miles 
begins with the first step forward. And yet， 
each step must be guided by a sense of 
direction if it is to cover a long distance. 
Whether it is popular or not，multicultural-
ism holds a clue to a fundamental reorder-
ing of human society. Itcan be a catalyst for 
transforming a crisis into an opportunity. 
For the global human community cannot 
continue with the ever widening gap 
between the powerful and the powerless， 

between the people of surplus goods and 
those of surplus people，just as it cannot 
divide itself into ever growing numbers of 
special interest groups. 

An important part of taking the first step 
in the right direction is avoiding wrong 
steps. One must guard oneself against mis-
conceptions of multiculturalism. Multi-
culturalism can be misconstrued as allowing 
any and every option. Multiculturalism is not 
the same as an invitation to anarchy that 
lacks cohesion and results in chaos. Ifone 
were to suggest some standard，the standard 
is often one chosen by the most powerful and 
coercive，serving their own particular inter-
est and imposing these on others. Moreover， 
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some of the powerless acquire power by 
conspiring with the powerful and in turn 
becoming oppressors of the powerless of 
which they were originally part.The pow-
erful even solicit potential turncoats to cre欄� 

ate the appearance of power sharing but in 
reality they solidi今� theirmonopoly of 
power. That is how inequity and injustice 
perpetuate themselves. Multiculturalism 
cannot be a mere appendage to the contin-
ued domination of the powerful.A minor 
adjustment on the surface or on the fringe is 
little more than lip service designed to sat-
is勿� thepowerful. Ifanother is to suggest 
some common denominator to a白� rmboth 
particularities and solidarity，the common 
denominator is the most that everyone can 
agree on，which is usually little. Areas of 
disagreement thus remain unaddressed. 
Agreeing to disagree leaves the critical issue 
unaddressed. The coercive approach may 
bring peace but without justice. The mini-
malist approach may produce justice but 
without peace. 

The critical issue at hand is whether it is 
possible to a飽� rmboth particularities and 
unity. Union is a sum ofits parts，but unity 
requires an intentionality on the part of all 
partners to strive together toward creating an 
organic， cohesive whole. Unity， when 
achieved，serves to affirm each particularity 
in ways that they cannot a曲� rmby them-
selves. Unity affirms at once the particular 
and the whole，one and many with recipro-
city in between. Unity and diversity must， 

therefore，be the dual aims of multicultur-
alism. These dual aims become possible 
when each constituent group shares not 
only similarities and but also differences. 

How can we achieve an authentically 
multicultural human community? How can 
multiculturalism be a principle，a commit-
ment designed to transform the system as a 
whole，and not just the surface or出� eperi-
phery? How canitbe a source of promise for 
all，and not for some? How can it awaken in 
all a sense of responsibility as well as 

rights? How can multiculturalism appeal to 
the noble in the human soul and not uncov-
er the base instinct for revenge and self-pro-
motion at the expense of others? 

Of countless specific measures to be 
taken，education holds the greatest promise 
for bringing to仕uitionthe challenges and 
promises of multiculturalism. Education 
can and must deal with the reordering of 
values，which begins with the reshaping of 
conscience. The human inclination toward 
evil makes a multicultural community nec-
essary，but it is conscience that makes such 
a community possible. 

Then， what kind of education can 
reshape human conscience? It must be a 
fundamentally new multicultural educa-
tion both in content and intent.First of all， 
it must be designed to foster genuine 
respect for each other's differences. Multi帽� 

cultural education must be cross-cultural 
and comparative. The diversification of cur-
riculum must not stop at the level of allow-
ing historically and socially marginalized 
groups to study their own culture to help 
affirm themselves. When a multicultural 
curriculum is a mere appendage to the 
established one，the marginalized remain 
on the margin without power sharing. 
Cross-cultural curriculums must foster the 
learning of each other's traditions. Multi-
culturalism must be the modus operandi for 
the whole. For example，the history of 
Native Americans ought not be only for 
Native Americans. Similarly，Native Ameri-
cans ought to study American history仕� om 
the vantage point of the Europeans who 
came to America. The painful past must be 
recovered so that the pain may be healed. 

Second，a tolerance and respect for each 
other's heritage are more effectively ad-
dressed by focusing on shared questions 
血� ananswers. There are certain questions由� at 
have been shared by different cultures and 
that have remained unchanged over time. 
What is the human condition? Why suffer-
ing? What is the nature and destiny of his-
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tory? What propels a person to strive for 
beauty， goodness， and truth? What， if any-
thing， lies ahead of death? These perennial 
questions endure longer than the answers. 
Answers differ not only from culture to cul“ 

ture but also from time to time， even in the 
course of one individual's life. 

Furthermore， questions open people's 
hearts and minds not only to potential 
answers but also to others on a similar 
quest. Answers， on the other hand， easily 
close them， dividing people into disparate 
camps， each claiming the rightness of their 
own view. The quality of questioning， of 
search， beUer determines the content of a 
civilization than that ofthe solution. If forno 
other reason， search is a process， probing 
further and deeper， while answer ends that 
process. Tolerance and respect require the 
openness and meekness of a person on a 
quest， and suffers much仕� omthe determi-
nation of a person of unswerving convic-
tion. This is why questions are unitive and 
answers are divisive. All吐� rreegreat scriptural 
traditions-Judaism，Christianity，and Islam-
can come toge也� erin their common quest for 
justice叩� dredemption. They part company， 
and even become enemies to each other， 
with their disparate solutions. The same 
applies to other instances ofhistoric feuding: 
Jews and Arabs， Muslims and Sikhs， 
Protestants and Catholics， Serbians and 
Croatians， Koreans and Japanese. 

Third， multicultural education must 
ultimately aim toward the preservation and 
enhancement of the dignity and sanctity of 
life， both individual and corporate. Whe-
ther in history or chemistry， literature or 
architecture，economics or physics，the ulti-
mate questions that must be addressed are 
how to prevent the destruction of human 
and other lives and their habitats and how 
to bring out the best of human potential， 
such as justice and compassion. Mult-
icultural education must be a humanistic 
education that refuses to reduce life to mat-
ter， the quality of life to quantity. 
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NOTES 

1 They refer to Dartmouth (1769)， Oberlin 
(1832). Grinnell (1846)， Carleton (1866)， and 
Pomona (1887). What is now the Pacific School of 
Religion in Berkeley， California， was founded in 
1866 as the first Congregational seminary west of the 
Mississippi. 

2 After Mary Lyon started Mount Holyoke 
Female Seminary 1837， the Boston lawyer Henry 
Fowle Durant and his wife Pauline founded 
Wellesley College in 1875 to educate women as a 
vocation to service， as illustrated by the College 
motto: Non ministrari sed ministrare (Not to be 
ministered unto，but to minister.) Though neither was 
for the training of ordained clergy， religious moti司� 

vation was key to the early history of both scho.ols. 

3 Noteworthyisthe importance of New England 
Congregationalism， particularly of Yale， in these 
two Great Awakening movements. ]onathan 
Edwards (1703る� 8)，� Congregational minister in 
Northampton， MassachuseUs，was a fervent believ-
er in Calvinist “� predestination." Timothy Dwight 
(1752-1817)， a Congregational minister 四� d 
President of Yale， revived the Great Awakening by 
calling for a return to Calvinism. 

4 Leonard Bacon was minister of the First 
Church in New Haven仕� om1825 until his death in 
1881. 

5 Panikkar was a student of Karl Rahner who 
contributed to the Second Vatican Council the 
notion of the “anonymous Christian." See 
Raimundo Panikkar， The Unknown Christ of 
Hinduism: Towards an Ecumenical Christophany 
(1981). 

6 An earlier book by Spence shows how the 
emperor was educated by the ]esuits not because of 
their religion but because of their learning. See 
Emperor of China: Self Portrait of Kang Hsi (New 
York: Vintage， 1975). 

7 See William ]ohnston's preface to his English 
translation of Endo Shusaku's novel on this topic: 
William ]ohnston， trans. Silence (Rutland， VT: 
Charles E. Tuttle， 1969). 

8 For example， Doshisha， founded by the 
]apanese convert ]oseph Niishima in Kyoto， and 
Baika Women's College were supported by the 
Congregationalists; Meiji Gakuin and ]apan's first 
School for the Deaf by the Presbyterians; Kanto 
Gakuin by the American Baptists and Seinan by the 
Southern Baptists; Aoyama Gakuin and Kwansei 
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Gakuin respectively by the Methodist Episcopal 
and the Southern Methodist Churches; Kyushu 
Gakuin by the Lutherans; Rikkyo (St. Paul'sl and 
Heian Women's College (5t. Agnes) by the Epis-
copalians. 

9 Particularly Malacca， Penang， Macao， and 
Canton. 

10 The translation was published in 1837 by 
Karl Friedrich August Gutzlaff，a Prussian sent to 
China by the Neth日� rlandsMissionary Society. 
Nihon kirisutokyδ，kyoiku-shi: jinbutsu hen，edited 
by Kirisutokyδgakko ky凸� iku dδmei (Tokyo: 
Sobunsha，1977)，6. Apparently，there was some 
collaboration among the missionaries仕� omBritain，� 
Holland，and the United States，particularly within 
the same denomination. 

11 Most notable of the schools founded by 
Protestant missionari日� sin the late nineteenth cen-
tury訂� eYonsei and Ehwa. The latter is today the 
world's largest women's university. 

12 A case in point is the Grove Farm Plantation 
on the Island of Kauai，owned by the Wilcox fami-
ly who originally came to Hawaii as missionaries 
from Connecticut. 

13 Setting one minority group against another has 
a precedent. In the 1850s in Hawaii，Chinese labor-
ers were used to set血“�  example"for the Hawaiian 
workers. The managers hoped that the Hawaiians 
would be “naturally jealous" of the foreign日rsand 
“ambitious" to outdo them. To repress mass revolt， 

the plantation owners emphasized the ethnic diver-
sity of the laborers. This is why the Chinese，the 
Japanese， the Koreans， the Filipinos， and the 
Portuguese worked side by side on Hawaiian plan-
tations. See Takaki，1989. 
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